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The view on KeJu is also a kind of value idea and understanding on the 
imperial examination. It was closely related with the reform, the rise and decline of 
KeJu, and the transition of the society in the 20th century. To make clear the internal 
logic of the transition of the view on KeJu can help us to make a practical judgment 
of the gains and losses of KeJu, explore the laws of the examination as well as to 
display the rough story of the social transition after the abolishment of KeJu in 1905. 
To comb the relationship between variety of views on KeJu and the social 
environment, the system construction of examination and the relative researches 
contemporarily is to provide some references to the present examination system 
including the College Entrance Examination and to reveal the relationship between 
the historical cognition and historical evaluation with some typical case studies.  
The dissertation is divided into five parts excluding the introduction part. 
The first chapter goes on to inspect the deep influence of KeJu from the view of 
culture. The author studies the main interest groups of KeJu and explains the 
formation of the view on KeJu. 
The second chapter minutely elaborates the evaluation of KeJu from Opium War 
till the abolishment of KeJu. The author indicates that the evaluations were complex 
integration under the background of Chinese-Western cultural confliction, the 
internal social contradiction and the function failure of KeJu. It is inevitable that 
KeJu moved towards the end in the modern times. But the seriousness of cultural 
and the domestic social crisis affected not only the models and process of reform of 
the imperial examination, but also the extremism of evaluation of the imperial 
examination. Because of different roles, social status’ vicissitude in modern 
transition, the standards and attitudes towards the abolishment of KeJu and 
evaluations of the imperial examination were also different among different ranks of 
esquires and those who studied abroad  
The third chapter discusses the new changes in the evaluation of KeJu in the 
stage of Republican China by analyzing the internal relationship between the 
political, cultural and educational transition and the evaluations of KeJu after the 













examination construction and the country education movement in the stage of 
Republican China and then reconsiders the abolishment of KeJu, the transition of the 
society and their influence on the evaluation of KeJu. This chapter unfolds 
interaction between the study on in KeJu and the evaluation of KeJu by combing the 
evaluation of KeJu in the stage of Republican China. 
The forth chapter mainly discusses the evaluation of KeJu from the founding of 
Republic of China to the Cultural Revolution. After analyzing the background, 
measures and influence, the author reveals the left-oriented political route’s influence 
on the examination system and the relevant evaluations. By analyzing of the 
extremism and counter-traditionalism, the author explains the cultural trend’s 
influence on the evaluations of KeJu. 
The fifth chapter is the evaluation of the imperial examination since the Open 
and Reform Policy. In this part, the author indicates the back-to-rationalism is the 
critical characteristic of present view on KeJu. After differentiating the metaphor of 
the imperial examination and the College Entrance Examination arguments, the 
author mines the effects evaluation of the current system building and displays the 
dynamic relations among the examination practice, theoretic researches and the 
evaluation of KeJu. 
The present view on KeJu is piled up through the four phases including 
late-Qing Dynasty, the Republican China, the Cultural Revolution and the open and 
reform stages, which is the clash result of multi-factors both external and internal. 
The ideal of equality and justice in KeJu is the general characteristic of social 
examination, which is important in the College Entrance Examination reform based 
on scientific development concepts. The experiences from the traditional culture 
including abolishment of KeJu since late-Qing Dynasty tell us how to reach the 
creative transition of traditional resources in modernization. We should evaluate 
KeJu by following historical and the logical unification, subjective and objective 
unification and so on basic principles. 
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20 世纪科举观变迁之研究，以 20 世纪各时期科举观（科举评价）为考察重
点，反映各时期人们对于科举制度内在属性、本质特征的认识状况，揭示了考
试制度与 20 世纪中国社会发展的基本关系。由于 1905 年科举的废止，使得这
种考察更充分地考虑了科举废止的社会影响与考试制度重建等问题。对 20 世纪
科举观之变迁进行研究，具有积极的理论与现实意义。从理论的角度看： 
































类似“20 世纪科举观之变迁”这样的“中时段”研究与 1300 年科举考试史的
“长时段”研究彼此互补，相得益彰。 
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